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TRACKLIST: 
 

A1. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Original Mix) - 6:47min 

A2. LetKolben - Lay your hands on me again or history of the old accordion (Original Mix) - 7:33min 

B1. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Mike Wall Remix) - 6:40min 

B2. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Steven Beyer Remix) - 6:36min 

Digital Exclusive 1. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Franco Bianco Remix) - 5:38min 

Digital Exclusive 2. LetKolben - Hallo, mein liebes fräulein (Original Mix) - 7:37min 

 

LABEL: DAREK RECORDINGS 

 

                  ARTIST: LETKOLBEN 

             REMIXERS: MIKE WALL 

                           STEVEN BEYER 

                       FRANCO BIANCO 
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Until this 8
th

 edition, Darek was only digital and now it’s back with a new formula and 

the surprising idea to release vinyl with a new concept, especially for you vinyl lovers 

around the world, who still support and love this industry.  

 

This new beginning will start with an EP from Letkolben coming straight from Russia, 

and 3 very cool remixes from Mike Wall, Steven Beyer and Franco Bianco! Letkolben 

offers 3 original amazing tracks, full of energy with foreign influences and many great 

breaks to keep you in good tension. Steven Beyer and Mike Wall delivered two 

variations available on vinyl and Franco Bianco will be released as a digital exclusive 

together with another “surprise track” by Letkolben. 

 

Darek is home to quite a few talented and well known artists such as Someone Else, 

Nooncat, SCSI-9, Tom Clark as well as many others, and this new challenge will also 

surprise you with a lot of other great talents during the next months. We’re working 

hard to give you many quality tunes and a sound that comes out of the ordinary.  

 

Track by track: 

 

"A1. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Original Mix)": It’s an effective track 

with many foreign and captivating rhythms, very predominant in this EP as well as an 

atmosphere that transports you far away. It’s adapted for the middle of a set, and can 

be used as a very cool club track with some minimal beats, and funky breaks. 

 

"A2. LetKolben - Lay your hands on me again or history of the old accordion 

(Original Mix)": This track builds up gently, by adding some fusing Bohemian and Tech 

House sounds with refined harmonies. It’s a delicate mixture of minimal grooves, with 

an astonishing accordion without forgetting the spooky beats and breaks, always very 

present in this release. 

 

"B1. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Mike Wall Remix)": This version is 

definitely pumping and more Techno orientated with some strong rhythms and bass 

lines. This interpretation is the perfect occasion to let your senses go and enjoy the 

music. This one is perfect to crash everything! 

 

"B2. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Steven Beyer Remix)": You will find 

here a very solid track with the perfect dose of Tech House and minimal beats mixed 

into this sound structure that will certainly get your attention.  It starts in an intriguing 

way, letting you discover this festive version with some banging percussions. It’s 

definitely another very effective bomb for the dancefloor. 

 

"Digi1. LetKolben - In bianco e nero arcobaleno (Franco Bianco Remix)": Franco 

offers something surprisingly different to balance this EP in a perfect way, by offering a 

sophisticated groovy version with some funky Caribbean influences and a whole 

bunch of delicate breaks. This one is a perfect track for the warm up of a demanding 

crowd. 

 

"Digi2. LetKolben - Hallo, mein liebes fräulein (Original Mix)": This track is more 

lineal and has some old school influences. You will notice these effective and well 

produced deep, minimal arrangements. It can be also used as a strong groove tool. 
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Contact: 

 
www.darekrecordings.com  

MySpace.com/darekrecordings  

  

 

Promoted by: 
 

 
 

Raffaella Bec / Dilek PR 

PO BOX 1942 

CH – 4001 Basel 

Mobile + 41 78 902 97 11 

www.dilekpr.com 

dilekpr@sunrise.ch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Contact Straight Distribution: 

www.straight-distribution.com / fax: +49 711 33 69 30 9 

joxe@straight-distribution.com, oli@straight-distribution.com; pash@straight-distribution.com 


